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You are reading this preface for one of two reasons: (1) your instructor has chosen this text for your class on research methods, or (2) you are considering choosing this text as a resource or guide for your own research study. This text is written to serve both purposes. Details about research procedures are presented in a way to educate you as a student and to serve as a road map for you as a researcher to navigate the options, limitations, necessary assumptions, and realistic expectations of your research study. Take a deep breath and move through the process systematically.

If you are a novice researcher, your most important goals are to determine what is possible in your study (overreaching is a common problem for the inexperienced investigator) and to focus on doing everything possible to conduct the strongest study in terms of validity. More simply, the best initial lesson is to learn how to make the absolute best of what is available to you.

Most likely you have some background in research as a student, or perhaps as a research assistant on a study being run by someone else. In this case, you need the bigger picture of an entire study, from formulating the research question to reporting the results. This book is meant to serve as a guide for you to conduct your own study, whether a research project for a class, a thesis or dissertation or capstone, or an independent investigation as part of your career.

The study questions and exercises at the end of chapters are intended to be used for these two different purposes: At one level, the exercises are pedagogic with the goal of learning and applying new information. On a more advanced level, the exercises are intended to stimulate the development of your own study details from beginning to end.

The overall focus of this text is on quantitative methods in the field of epidemiology. Quantitative studies are not the only type of studies useful in epidemiology, but they are the primary designs for a field of study developed to
“count things”—outbreaks, deaths, injuries, and diseases. As such, it is expected that you have some general knowledge about statistics or biostatistics and about epidemiology as a field. We do review the basics of these areas, but for the purpose of choosing and initiating the use of them, not learning them anew. Throughout the book, you are given suggestions of books to consult for more detail about concepts and procedures that may be somewhat new to you.

A potentially useful analogy is to think of this book as a cookbook. The necessary ingredients are listed and the procedures explained to prepare a dish or a component of a research study. The novice researcher, like the aspiring chef, will follow the recipes exactly to the letter to maximize the probability of preparing a successful dish or conducting a successful study. With experience, both the veteran researcher and professional chef know how to adapt recipes (studies) to the tastes of diners (research audience), the available ingredients (money, time, research subjects, measures), and the appropriate possible procedures (sampling techniques, retention procedures, analysis plans). Occasionally, the experienced chef consults the cookbook when she wishes to refresh a technique or prepare a new dish. Likewise, this book can be used as a reference for researchers who wish to use a new study design or statistical technique.

Unlike culinary projects, research studies rarely come out exactly as anticipated. The researcher rarely has as much control over the details of her study in the real world as does a chef over the cooking process. Especially when studying people, it is impossible to anticipate every aspect of the study. You may get a smaller than anticipated sample. Your follow-up sample may be biased in unexpected ways. There may be a confounder you did not think to measure. With knowledge of the research process and experience with it, you will learn to anticipate and prevent likely problems and address and hopefully overcome the unlikely ones.
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